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ABSTRACT 

The episcopal silence and secrecy associated with the recent pedophilia scandal echoes a 

larger inability of the Catholic hierarchy to enter into open and honest dialogue about a wide range 

of sexual issues.  For more than three decades the chasm between official teachings on sexuality 

and gender and the belief and/or practice of the majority of Catholic laity, clergy and theologians 

(and an unknown number of bishops) has been growing. Still, attempts to address or bridge this 

divide have met with a fourfold silence. It is a silence that has kept bishops from speaking their 

true minds, a silence sought by restricting, investigating and sanctioning theologians, a silence that 

renders pastors mute or covert on sexual matters, and a silence that ignores the experience and 

voices of women.  Such a silence undermines magisterial authority and deprives Catholics of a 

useful and persuasive sexual ethic, while marginalizing those willing to speak out and 

demoralizing those who feel they cannot. 

 

 I. Introduction 

One irony of the pedophilia scandal that reignited last year was that sex and secrets had 

once raised the Catholic priesthood to a cultural icon in America. For generations, celibacy and 

the confessional made priests the clergy of choice in American film and fiction. As Andrew 
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Greeley has repeatedly argued and proven in dozens of bestselling novels, audiences and readers 

are fascinated by the original men in black‟s vows of sexual abstinence and secrecy.
1
 In movies 

like Going My Way, The Cardinal, and The Thorn Birds Bing Crosby, Tom Tryon, and Richard 

Chamberlain played Father-what-a-waste, that tall, dark and handsome cleric who had all the 

lasses fainting in the aisles. And in dramas like Hitchcock‟s I Confess we were mesmerized by 

the almost otherworldly capacity of a priest to keep a secret. You could drop a secret in a good 

priest and never hear it hit bottom.  

But recent reports of priestly sex and episcopal secrecy have turned the Catholic clergy 

and hierarchy into media pariahs. Since January of last year over 300 bishops and priests in this 

country have resigned or been suspended in the wake of a pedophilia and sexual abuse scandal 

that some have called the worst moral crisis in the history of the American church. Cardinal Law 

has been forced to resign, and there have been investigations into the conduct of other high 

ranking church officials accused of keeping the sins of the fathers secret from the laity and the 

law. By June of last year prosecutors from Arizona to New York had convened more than a 

dozen grand juries to investigate whether Roman Catholic bishops obstructed justice and 

endangered children by keeping these matters secret.
2
 And this spring one California diocese was 

suing the Boston archdiocese for its failure to share critical information about an abusive cleric.   

Most Catholics and critics agree that the real scandal of the current pedophilia crisis has 

to do with the perception that certain cardinals and bishops kept silent about sexual predators 

long after they should have known better.
3
 Unfortunately, this stubborn silence may not be that 

much of an anomaly, fitting as it does within a larger pattern of ecclesial silence about sex.
4
 If 

the Catholic hierarchy is unable to engage in an open and honest dialogue about contraception, 
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sterilization, artificial insemination, abortion, masturbation, premarital sex, homosexuality, 

celibacy and women=s ordination, no one should be surprised if some prelates were 

inappropriately silent about pedophilia or the sexual abuse of adolescents.  

 

II. A Sexual Chasm 

Since the mid sixties there has been mounting discord within Catholicism over its 

teachings on sexuality and gender. Disagreement with and dissent from official positions on 

some or all of these questions has long been widespread among American Catholic laity, clergy, 

theologians, and perhaps even bishops.
5
 Nor has this dissent diminished as a result of constant 

and forceful repetitions of official teachings on sexuality by Pope John Paul II, various Vatican 

offices, and members of the American Catholic hierarchy, or by the threat or use of sanctions 

against dissenting theologians, clergy and religious.
6
   

Greeley, who has studied the Catholic church in America for four decades, argues that 

“the most obvious serious problem for American Catholicism in the years after the Vatican 

Council is the decline of support for certain components of its sexual ethic among large numbers 

of American Catholics,” and reports that the laity has largely abandoned church teachings on 

birth control, divorce, sterilization and premarital sex, and is indistinguishable from the larger 

Protestant population on abortion and homosexuality.
 7
 William D=Antonio, an author of a 1999 

study of the American laity, notes that even Catholics “committed to the church as regular Mass 

goers, who would never leave the church, and who say that the church is one of the most 

important influences in their lives, nevertheless distance themselves from the church=s formal 

teachings on marriage and sexual issues . . . and continue to raise their voices in support of a 
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married priesthood that includes women.”
8
 According to D‟Antonio, fewer and fewer lay 

Catholics see “church leaders (pope and bishops) as the locus of moral authority in helping 

people decide what is morally right or wrong on five issues dealing with marriage and sexuality 

(divorce, contraception, abortion, homosexuality and pre-marital sex),” and less than a quarter of 

American Catholics believe the hierarchy should have the final say on questions of sexual 

morality.
 9

   

Numerous studies indicate that only a tiny fraction (10-13 percent) of contemporary 

American Catholics continue to support the Church‟s ban on birth control, and that a majority 

(usually large) disagree with official teachings on divorce, sterilization, masturbation, pre-marital 

sex, abortion, celibacy and women‟s ordination.  And only a fifth of American Catholics believe 

that final authority to determine the morality of homosexual relations should be given to the 

magisterium.
10

 

Nor have American priests been strongly persuaded by the church‟s official teachings on 

sexuality. Within months of the publication of Humanae vitae a survey of American clergy 

found that “almost exactly half of United States diocesan priests disagreed with Pope Paul‟s 

condemnation of artificial contraception, and that his Encyclical had little effect in changing their 

minds.”
11

 Among younger priests about 95 percent continued to support contraception as a moral 

option. A 1970 study funded by the U.S. Bishops found that “a majority of American priests 

(perhaps nine-tenths) do not support either the (Church‟s) birth control or divorce teaching.”
12

  

No subsequent study suggests a reversal of these positions, and even today a majority of 

American priests oppose mandatory celibacy and would welcome the return of priests who have 

left to marry.
13

 As Greeley notes, “any serious discussion of American Catholics after the 
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Vatican Council must consider the extraordinary situation in which the papacy and the hierarchy 

on the one hand and the clergy and the laity on the other are in diametric disagreement about 

what constitutes sexual sin.”
14

  

This lack of support for Church teachings on birth control and other sexual issues has led 

countless confessors and pastors to encourage penitents and parishioners to follow their own 

consciences in such matters and to bend the rules in applying church norms about divorce and 

remarriage and admission to the sacraments.
15

 It has also placed Catholic clergy between a rock 

and a hard place. The 1988 National Conference of Catholic Bishops‟ “Reflection on the Morale 

of Priests” admits that priests often feel they are being asked to pass on teachings that neither 

they nor their bishops fully support.
16

 As the late Jesuit moral theologian Richard McCormick 

noted, in this situation “priests (and other ministers) become demoralized because they are 

expected to become the official spokespersons for positions they cannot always and in every 

detail support. Thus, they become torn by their official loyalties and their better judgment and 

compassion.”
17

 

The widespread nature of theological dissent from official church teachings on sexuality 

is well known by almost everyone at this point. In 1968 Father Charles Curran of Catholic 

University of America and a group of what would eventually include over six hundred 

theologians signed a public statement criticizing Humanae vitae, and in the intervening years 

Catholic theologians have not retreated from this dissent. According to both Curran and 

McCormick, the vast majority of Catholic moral theologians around the country and the planet 

“have found it impossible to agree with the central formulation of Humanae vitae.”
18

  

And any wide reading of U.S. Catholic theologians writing on sex and gender makes it 
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clear how unpersuasive most of them find at least some of the other official teachings in this 

area.
19

 Indeed, although Curran was singled out by Rome for his public dissent from 

noninfallible teachings on sexuality, his positions are broadly shared by Catholic theologians – a 

point no one contests.
20

  Evidence of this may be found in the fact that “over 750 theologians in 

North America . . . signed a statement of support for Father Curran attesting to his excellent 

reputation in his field,” and in the fact that in 1985 the cardinal in charge of the Vatican‟s 

Pontifical Council for the Family recommended that the church “change 90 percent of the 

teachers of moral theology and stop them from teaching.”
21

  

Furthermore, there are good reasons to wonder if the American bishops themselves fully 

support official teachings on human sexuality. Greeley reports that Archbishop Joseph 

Bernardin, then president of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops, once admitted that his 

public defenses of Humanae vitae were forced. “„I had to say those things,‟ he said, „because I‟m 

president of the Conference and the Holy See expects me to issue statements like that. But I want 

you to know . . .  I have a hard time sleeping at night because of the terrible harm that (expletive 

deleted) encyclical is causing in my diocese.‟”
22

 Bernardin later denied having made this 

statement, but Greeley maintains that these were his very words. 

As we will see below, in spite of their public unanimity or near unanimity, there is 

evidence of significant dissent and disagreement among U.S. bishops on matters of sexuality and 

gender, indicating a serious gap between official teachings and what many bishops say and 

believe privately.  

 

III. The Failure to Dialogue 
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Still, in spite of a growing chasm between what the official church teaches and what the 

“People of God” believe, the church=s magisterium has refused to allow or engage in 

meaningful conversations about questions of sex and gender. Repeated calls for dialogue have 

fallen on deaf hierarchical ears and continue to be met with a stony silence, commands to 

discontinue debate on a list of sexual topics (including birth control, priestly celibacy and 

women‟s ordination), and/or accusations of disloyalty.
23

  

By the mid-seventies it was already evident that the chasm between official teachings and 

practice was no longer limited to a disagreement about the morality of contraception, but now 

included dissent on a growing number of sexual issues.
24

 The Catholic Theological Society of 

America responded to this deepening crisis by attempting to foster a serious conversation about 

Human Sexuality, one that would attend to biblical, theological, and historical sources as well as 

empirical evidence gathered from people‟s lived experience. But the U.S. bishops and the 

Vatican criticized and condemned the ensuing report, ultimately forcing its withdrawal from 

publication, in large part for its focus on empirical evidence.
25

 In 1980 the Sisters of Mercy of 

the Union, sponsors of one of the largest private health care systems in the country, tried to host 

a discussion about the possibility of changing hospital policy regarding sterilization, but Vatican 

officials used juridical power to forbid both this conversation and a dialogue U.S. bishops had 

already begun with directors of the health care system.
26

 In the mid-eighties the American 

bishops, emboldened by their success with two groundbreaking pastorals on nuclear arms and the 

economy, brought the same consultative approach to an attempted letter addressing women‟s 

concerns, going so far as to invite a team of women consultants to join the bishop-authors of the 

document and engaging in a broad-based conversation with lay and religious women around the 
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nation, seeking their input, insights, experience and expert advice. Unfortunately, the bishops 

soon found that this consultative approach ran them afoul of Rome and a number of their own 

colleagues. As a result, this third attempt at a serious conversation about sexuality and gender ran 

aground on the magisterium‟s opposition to listening to the voices and experience of the laity, at 

least when it comes to matters of sexuality and gender.
27

  

Time and again attempts to bridge the chasm between Catholic sexual teachings and 

practice through congruent conversations about sex and gender have been sabotaged by a 

fourfold silence in the Catholic Church. This silence has kept bishops from speaking openly, 

punished or intimidated dissenting theologians, rendered pastors mute and ignored women=s 

experience and voices. And along the way it has wrecked immeasurable damage.    

 

IV. The Silence of the Bishops 

More than twenty years ago Richard McCormick noted the self-imposed silence of 

bishops on disputed sexual issues and reported that he had been told of a hundred U.S. bishops 

who privately dissented from official teaching on sterilization, but would not do so publicly. 

(Certainly the numbers would be higher on the intrinsic evil of contraception.) “It is a known 

fact,” McCormick wrote, “that bishops do not feel free to speak their true minds. When they do 

so, great pressures are brought to bear on them.”
28

 As a result, the supposedly unified and 

authoritative voice of the episcopal magisterium rings tinny and forced, masking as it does the 

silence of many who either disagree or remain unconvinced. For as McCormick and Richard 

McBrien note elsewhere, “(i)n a coercive atmosphere people will repeat things because they are 

told to and are threatened with punishment if they say anything else. Episcopal unity is revealed 
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as enforced, not genuine.” 
29

 

Greeley is even more forceful in his criticism of bishops who fail to speak their mind on 

sexuality. “Most American bishops,” he writes, “are very well aware that their laity do not 

observe the birth-control encyclical and that their clergy make no attempt to enforce it. 

Nonetheless, they must pretend for the public record to keep the Vatican happy that the 

encyclical is accepted and that Pope John Paul II‟s attempts to reinforce it during the last decade 

have been successful.”
30

  

Bishop Kenneth Untener of Saginaw, Michigan has long been a voice crying in the 

wilderness of this episcopal silence. In a 1991 address to the National Federation of Priests= 

Councils he reported that, Awe (bishops) have seemed fearful to speak on church issues that are 

right before our eyes, but which are unmentionable. We are like a dysfunctional family, 

unwilling to talk openly about things that are on everyone=s mind even when we are together at 

an N.C.C.B. [National Conference of Catholic Bishops] meeting.”
31

 In 1990 Untener tried 

without success to jump start a conversation among the bishops about the church=s ban on 

contraception, a ban which he argued many of them did not find persuasive. As Untener said to 

his brother bishops, the church‟s teaching on contraception “is not compelling to people in 

general . . . not compelling to the Catholic laity . . . not compelling to many priests . . . and not 

compelling to many bishops. When we know this and don‟t say it, many would compare us to a 

dysfunctional family that is unable to talk openly about a problem that everyone knows is 

there.”
32

 Indeed, Untener notes elsewhere, “when we (bishops) profess our public support for 

Humanae vitae, or when we engage in „a conspiracy of silence,‟ they (the laity) feel we lack 

integrity.”
33
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In a 1997 essay on “The Pastoral Exercise of Authority,” Bishop Matthew Clark of 

Rochester echoed some of these same concerns. Why, Clark wondered, does the hierarchy “still 

act in ways that leave so many of our people feeling that we treat them like children? Why . . . do 

we seem afraid to consult them on matters of faith and pastoral practice? . . . Why can we not 

openly dialogue about the ministry of women, the meaning of sexuality and the condition of 

homosexuality, the situation of the divorced and remarried?”
34

 

Still, Untener and Clark‟s voices are part of a thin chorus of episcopal critics of official 

teachings. The vast majority of American bishops either repeat Roman statements on sex and 

gender, occasionally nuancing them to render them more palatable, or remain silent. In 1992 

Bishops Walter Sullivan and Thomas Gumbleton did sign a statement protesting a Vatican 

document justifying discrimination against homosexuals in areas like adoption, military service 

and the hiring of teachers or coaches.
35

 But no American bishop dissented from the pope=s 1994 

ban on debate about women=s ordination, though Archbishop Rembert Weakland and Bishop 

Michael Kenny expressed serious concerns about the pastoral implications of this decision.
36

 

And no American bishop took exception to the Vatican=s 1998 assertion that dissent on this 

issue or premarital sex was now a violation of church law, meriting a Ajust punishment@ and 

removing dissenters from full communion with the church.
37

  

Aside from the pedophilia scandal, the most glaring example of episcopal muteness on a 

sexual matter came in the above noted failure of the U.S. Catholic bishops to issue a pastoral 

letter on the role and treatment of women. In a series of increasingly eviscerated revisions the 

bishops retreated from a serious effort to listen to women or address the evils of sexism and 

patriarchy in the church.
38

 Intimidated by their one-sided conversations with Vatican authorities, 
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the episcopal conference that had set new standards for dialogue and consultation in their two 

previous pastorals could not find an adequate voice to address the concerns of women or 

challenge the patriarchy of the church.  

 

V. The Silencing of Theologians 

Given what many (the Vatican and American church hierarchy included) may perceive as 

the pervasive and vociferous dissent of U.S. Catholic theologians on matters of sexuality and 

gender, it seems curious to speak about the silence or silencing of this group. After all, Catholic 

theological journals and conferences are often filled with papers critical of a variety of 

magisterial positions on sexual ethics, and the vast majority of prominent Catholic moral 

theologians who have written on sexuality or gender questions have criticized one or more of the 

church‟s official teachings in these areas. The problem, however, is that for nearly three and a 

half decades Rome has refused to engage these critical voices in an open dialogue, choosing 

instead to respond to theological dissent from its sexual teachings by attempting to silence the 

critics. That was certainly the response of both the American hierarchy and the Vatican to the 

widespread dissent from Humanae vitae. Dissenting clergy and theologians were investigated 

and sanctioned, and, as Cardinal Avery Dulles has acknowledged, any who continued to dissent 

have been “excluded from sensitive teaching positions and from appointments to Episcopal 

committees,” while dissenting clergy have been excluded from consideration as possible 

bishops.
39

  

Silencing dissenting theologians would also seem to have been a goal of Pope John Paul 

II‟s 1979 apostolic constitution on ecclesiastical faculties, Sapientia Christiana, which called for 
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a canonical mission for theologians teaching in these institutions, and of Canon 812 of the 1983 

Code of Canon Law, which demanded that theologians at all Catholic universities possess a 

mandate from their ordinary.
40

  The elimination of dissent was also clearly a purpose of the new 

“Profession of Faith and Oath of Fidelity” Rome sought in 1989 to impose on, among others, 

“university teachers of disciplines dealing with faith or morals,” as well as Ex corde ecclesiae, 

Pope John Paul II‟s 1990 apostolic constitution on Catholic higher education, and the pontiff‟s 

1993 encyclical, Veritatis Splendor.
41

   As Anne Patrick notes, “All these documents seek in 

various ways to ensure that those who teach in Catholic settings will not differ with official 

positions.”
42

  

Cardinal Ratzinger=s 1990 Instruction on the Ecclesial Vocation of the Theologian was 

clearly committed to the view that theologians must refrain from public dissent and “suffer for 

the truth, in silence.”
43

  And the Vatican has attempted to ensure and enforce this silence by 

forbidding public debate about certain topics, by investigating and sanctioning numerous 

dissenting theologians, by making dissent from certain sexual teachings a canonical offense, and 

by forcing the U.S. bishops to require a mandatum of Catholic theologians teaching in all 

Catholic universities.
44

 So, while many continue to question or disagree with the church‟s 

official teachings on sexuality and gender, most U.S. Catholic theologians, especially clergy, 

religious or faculty in Catholic universities, know that sexual issues represent the third rail in 

Catholic theology - touch it at your own peril. 

Charles Curran is the most famous example of Rome=s attempts to silence dissent on 

sexual matters. His public criticism of the church=s ban on contraception, as well as his writings 

on masturbation, pre-marital sex, sterilization, artificial insemination, abortion and 
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homosexuality gave voice to the concerns of large numbers of American Catholics and 

theologians. However, instead of responding to these criticisms with an open dialogue in which 

Curran=s arguments might be more persuasively addressed, the magisterium initiated a secretive 

and morally problematic investigation that terminated with the removal of his Acanonical 

mandate@ to teach theology and his dismissal as a tenured professor of Catholic University of 

America.
45

 And though Curran=s loss of a canonical mission did not disqualify him from 

teaching theology at most of the other Catholic universities in this country (places where his 

positions are widely held and taught by faculty), church politics precluded these schools from 

offering one of America=s preeminent moral theologians a teaching position.
46

   

Still, Curran is by no means the only theologian to experience the silencing treatment 

from Rome for speaking out on sexual matters. Bernard Haring and Josef Fuchs both had 

numerous run-ins with the Vatican over their criticism of the church=s position on contraception, 

and Richard McCormick was investigated by Rome for his writings on sexual questions.
47

 John 

McNeil was silenced after his publication of The Church and the Homosexual in 1976, and later 

dismissed from the Jesuits when he broke that silence to criticize Rome=s 1986 statement on 

homosexuality. Anthony Kosnik was sanctioned by the church for his role in writing the 1977 

report of the Catholic Theological Society of America on Human Sexuality. The late André 

Guindon was placed under investigation and threatened with disciplinary actions after the 1986 

publication of The Sexual Creators.
48

 Twenty-four women religious were threatened with 

expulsion from their communities for signing a 1984 New York Times statement arguing that 

there was more than one legitimate Catholic position on abortion.
49

 And in 1995 Carmel 

McEnroy lost her position as a tenured professor at the St Meinrad School of Theology after 
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calling on the pope to reopen the discussion on women=s ordination.
50

     

These stories, however, are just the tip of the iceberg. Countless U.S. Catholic 

theologians know a colleague (probably a couple of them) who has been investigated by Rome 

about a book or article in which they questioned some sexual teaching, someone who lost a job, 

or did not get a job, a promotion or tenure because of something they wrote or said last year -- or 

two decades ago, someone who has had speaking invitations retracted by embarrassed diocesan 

staff who had not known about a controversial article or comment, someone whose book could 

not get published by a Catholic publisher who had grown tired of harassment from Rome or calls 

from a local ordinary.  

The truth is, outside of Rome, no one really knows how many theologians have been 

investigated. A friend told me that at a meeting several years ago a table of theologians 

discovered that eight out of ten of them had been under Rome=s scrutiny. These investigations 

often go on for years without the subject being informed, and are regularly conducted with little 

or no opportunity for dialogue or due process. Both Charles Curran and Bernard Haring have 

described the secrecy and lack of consultation that characterize these investigations, and Anne 

Patrick describes in depth the injustices involved in the Vatican‟s treatment of the twenty-four 

women religious who signed the New York Times piece.
51

 Those investigated have no right to 

counsel, no right to face their accusers, no right to respond to public criticisms of them or their 

writings, no right to appear before the judges of their case, and no right to appeal. The officials 

of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith act as investigator, prosecutor, grand jury, 

judge and jury, allowing for no checks and balances to defend the rights of the accused. 

Commenting on his own experience with the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, André 
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Guindon reported that Rome failed to communicate directly with him at any point in the four 

year inquiry into his work. “They are obviously not able to speak meaningfully about the 

language of sexuality if they . . . are not able to enter into any civilized dialogue.”
52

  

And nobody knows how many theologians have been intimidated by or grown tired of 

this silent treatment, how many have been nudged by their bishops or superiors to take up other 

subjects or ministries, how many decided on their own to move on to less controversial 

questions, saving themselves the grief of living under the shadow of an investigation that could 

go on for years, if not decades. No one knows how many theologians have decided they cannot 

risk losing a job or a promotion or tenure over a single article on reproductive technologies or a 

public letter on homosexuality or women=s ordination. And no one knows how many graduate 

students decide not to study moral theology at all because there are just too many things it=s not 

safe to write about. As Patrick notes in writing about the chilling effect of the Vatican‟s action 

against Charles Curran, “And although other theologians who share his positions have not yet 

suffered such disciplinary action, their research and teaching have been affected, if only by 

prudent self-censorship.”
53

 

 

VI. The Silence of Pastors 

Bishops and academic theologians are sometimes remote from the lived experience of 

Catholics in the pews, and from the sexual issues that concern and disturb them. And neither the 

local ordinary nor the academic is as widely listened to by the laity as they might wish to think. 

For the vast majority of Catholics, pastors and pastoral ministers are their regular and critical 

point of contact with the Church and its teachings, and the silence of these ministers on sex and 
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gender issues may be more troubling in the concrete. 

Since the publication of Humanae vitae in 1968 Catholic pastors and pastoral ministers 

have had to live with a growing chasm between official teachings on sex and gender and the 

beliefs and practices of their congregations. By 1970 three-quarters of American Catholic 

women under thirty were not following the ban on contraception. And in the decades that 

followed an increasingly college educated Catholic laity has found church teachings on 

sexuality, marriage and gender more and more unpersuasive, incredible or irrelevant.
54

 In 

particular, Catholic women have been increasingly alienated by a church many of them perceive 

as sexist and patriarchal, while gay and lesbian Catholics have felt ever more marginalized or 

abandoned by official teachings that force them to choose between celibacy and sin.
55

 

In this context a large number of pastors have felt squeezed between a set of official 

teachings that neither they nor their congregations find persuasive or helpful and a bevy of 

questions and concerns for which they have few useful answers. All too often this results in a 

form of sexual silence. As one pastor argued in a 1994 piece by Tim Unsworth, “Birth control is 

seen as the pope‟s personal issue. For the rest of the faithful, it ranks with the flat-earth theory. 

Pastors simply don‟t mention it; the faithful never ask about it.”
56

 Bishop Untener agrees, noting 

that “those who teach and preach have felt less confident in attempting to provide guidance in 

sexual matters.”
57

  

In the last three decades it has become extraordinarily uncommon for clergy to address 

sexuality from the pulpit. And when parishes and dioceses do bring in speakers to address sexual 

issues, these experts are increasingly drawn from a shrinking pool of Asafe@ theologians, 

psychologists or educators, people who have either never questioned or disagreed with a church 
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teaching in this area or promised not to do so now. As a result, the laity is exposed to a Catholic 

voice which they know represents only one thin strand within the larger conversation, and not 

one that is willing to acknowledge the moral complexity or difficulty of their experience.       

One of the most painful experiences of the silencing of pastoral ministry was the 

Vatican=s treatment of Jeanine Gramick, and Robert Nugent. In July of 1999, after being under 

investigation for eleven years, Gramick and Nugent, who had been ministering to homosexuals 

since the early seventies, were permanently barred from this ministry and forbidden to hold 

leadership positions in their respective religious communities. And this occurred not because the 

more than decade long investigation had uncovered a single example of either of these ministers 

challenging church teaching on homosexuality, but because Rome argued that in their pastoral 

work they had failed to adequately stress the “intrinsic evil of homosexual acts.”
58

 The message 

here seems to be that it is not enough not to disagree. Even when making pastoral judgments 

about what those being ministered to need to hear or even can hear, pastoral ministers must relay 

church teachings with the same stress and force as found in official documents. Doubtless, this 

episode encouraged a number of pastors to take up or expand a ministry to homosexuals.  

 

VII. The Silence of Women 

Women have experienced the sexual silence of the church by being ignored and 

oppressed. It is a given that sexism and patriarchy have long infected Catholic and Christian 

thought and practice, that traditional Catholic teachings on sex and gender were formulated 

without attending to the voices or experience of women, and that until recently these teachings 

described women as physically, intellectually, morally and spiritually inferior to men.
59

 It is also 
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a given that the moral authority of the church to teach in matters of sex and gender continues to 

be eroded by the growing perception that it is a sexist and patriarchal institution unresponsive to 

calls for real reform. The ban on discussion of women=s ordination, the Vatican‟s continued 

opposition to inclusive language, and the failure of the women‟s pastoral have done nothing to 

counter this perception. 

The silencing of women shows up in the magisterium=s continued unwillingness to 

engage in open conversation about issues critical to women, in the opposition to consulting the 

voices and experience of women on these matters, and in the use of often severe sanctions 

against religious women who question the hierarchy‟s defense of patriarchy and its absolute 

proscriptions of certain sexual practices.  

As many have noted, Rome has long approached matters of social and sexual ethics 

differently, admitting the moral ambiguity and complexity of political, economic and military 

questions and making room for respectful disagreement with specific judgments, while 

demanding a strict obedience to absolute sexual norms.
60

 Within the church there can be debate 

about or exceptions to official positions on the use of nuclear weapons, capital punishment or 

economic sanctions, but not contraception, sterilization, or abortion. Proportionate reason may be 

used to justify the indirect killing of thousands of women and children, but not masturbation to 

secure a husband‟s sperm for artificial insemination. Rome‟s willingness to debate matters of 

social justice and its refusal to acknowledge or discuss the ambiguity and complexity of sexual 

questions has produced a magisterium that can listen to politicians, economists and soldiers – but 

not women. Given the fact that all of Catholicism‟s traditional moral teachings on sexuality were 

formulated exclusively by men, and that these men were shaped by a sexist and patriarchal 
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worldview, this enduring inability to listen to the voices and experience of women is particularly 

troubling.   

As already noted, the consistent response of the Vatican to calls for dialogue about 

contraception, reproductive technologies, abortion and women=s ordination has been to forbid 

any further debate or discussion, and when Carmel McEnroy, Joan Chittister, and Myra Poole 

spoke out on women=s ordination, the magisterium moved to silence these women religious.
61

  

Furthermore, when the U.S. bishops attempted to listen to women in the drafting of their failed 

pastoral letter, the Vatican short-circuited that conversation, arguing that such consultation was 

inappropriate. It had been fine to consult military officers on nuclear weapons and corporate 

executives on capitalism, but not women on sexism. And when Archbishop Rembert Weakland 

held “listening sessions” with women to hear their thoughts on abortion and other issues the 

Archbishop came under Vatican scrutiny and was disciplined for confusing the faithful.
62

  

Lay women in particular have gotten the silent treatment from the magisterium when they 

raise their voices in public about questions of sex and gender. Time and again lay female 

theologians have dissented from church teaching on a wide range of questions related to sex and 

gender, and have challenged the hierarchy to acknowledge and address the presence of sexism 

and patriarchy in the church. But when Christine Gudorf, or Rosemary Radford Ruether, or any 

of a number of lay women theologians who cannot be sanctioned or silenced by the Vatican, 

speaks up, Rome acts as if nothing has been said. There is no response, no disagreement, no 

engagement. These women theologians are treated as if they were mute, as if they had never said 

anything.
63

 Still, their names are perhaps kept on a list of speakers not to be invited to give an 

address at a diocesan conference or to serve on an episcopal committee. And should they ever 
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find themselves in need of a mandatum to teach in a Catholic university, they might finally 

discover that they had indeed been heard. 

 

VIII. The Costs of Silence 

The attempt to control or stifle dialogue and debate about sexuality through silence is 

dysfunctional and counterproductive. First, it is a strategy that has contributed to significant 

erosion in the church=s moral authority to teach about sex and gender and rendered our official 

statements in these areas incredible or irrelevant to a growing majority of the American laity.
64

 

Second, it is a policy that has deprived many Catholics of a useful and persuasive sexual ethic 

with which to guide and instruct their children, resulting in a sexual ignorance fed and fueled by 

media images and messages that fail to prepare anyone for the mystery and challenges of adult 

sexuality. Third, it has deprived the church of the dialogical space needed to wrestle with 

complex moral questions relating to sexuality and gender, or to learn from the voices and lived 

experience of women and men facing these often new and different situations or benefit from the 

reflections and insights of theologians attempting to address these questions.
65

 And, finally, it has 

all too often resulted in the marginalization of anyone willing to speak the truth, and the 

demoralization of many who feel they cannot.  

The Catholic Church needs to engage in wide ranging and serious conversation about the 

meaning of human sexuality. This conversation, which will be messy, frightening and confusing, 

needs to pay attention to what we know, what we don‟t know and what we are learning about 

human sexuality. It needs to begin by listening to and learning from the voices and experiences 

of women and men everywhere, by paying attention to the evidence and insights of the social 
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and biological sciences, and by taking a long hard look at the global, political, economic, social 

and domestic realities that shape and influence our experience and grasp of sexuality and gender. 

Furthermore, this conversation about sex and gender must be guided by Christianity‟s 

affirmation of the intrinsic dignity and equality of all persons, by our commitment to mutuality, 

fidelity, integrity and justice in sexual acts and relations, and by our belief in the fundamental 

goodness and holiness of our bodies, which are sacraments of God‟s creativity, love and 

pleasure. And, finally, this conversation must reject any remnant of a sexual ethic tainted by 

sexism, patriarchy or a suspicion or denigration of women, bodies, sexuality, or pleasure. As the 

author of Ecclesiastes argues, there is “a time to be silent and a time to speak.” For Catholicism 

and sexuality, we have had enough silence.    
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